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Changing
lives from the
inside to the out.



“Thank you for all The 
supporT given To me. 
i appreciaTe everyThing 
and again Thank you for 
helping me sTarT a new 
chapTer in my life.”

Front cover image: Adapted Stock Image.
Original by René Ranisch / Frame Media on Unsplash.

We do not use the real names or images of our participants in our publicity - either printed

or online - unless specifically stated. Instead, we use commercially available stock images.

The individuals portrayed in stock images are models and are used for representation only.

They have no connection to In2Out. 
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ON BEHALF OF THE TRUSTEES

This year we have celebrated more than 5 years of In2Out helping young people avoid reoffending and 

live less chaotically. This, as they leave a custodial prison sentence, brought about by bad choices and 

damaged backstories.

It has been another successful and milestone year for the Charity and one in which we have enjoyed 

gathering together for our celebratory event in May, undertaken several spectacularly challenging 

fundraising initiatives and acknowledging an overwhelming sense of gratitude for those who have 

persevered with us from the outset to address this hitherto unmet need.

As the year has proceeded, despite the effects of changes to the Youth Justice sentencing tariffs, we have

continued to see similar numbers of young people asking for help – the same problems, the same challenging

life backgrounds and the same hopelessness in the voices of those we meet. Those who choose to work with

us show continued high levels of engagement and, often, this goes well beyond the agreed support period of

12 months. We are often contacted by our Participants years after they have started to live independent lives.

Success is difficult to define in this context, but we can again point to a dramatic reduction in the projected

reoffending rate for this age group of ex-offenders, by those who work with In2Out. The public benefit of

the service we provide is unquestionable. We do, however, acknowledge with sadness those who 

return to custody, and reinforce our commitment to ‘always start from today’, ‘look past the offence’ and

‘see the person, not the crime’.

This year we have also been able to embark on new initiatives to extend the reach and effectiveness of the

Charity. We now have dedicated location-based workers in both the North-East, and the North-West of England

increasing our ability to build local support networks for our Participants. We have also started to provide

life-skills training in the Keppel Complex Needs Unit at HMYOI Wetherby for those preparing for release.

This helps us to build stronger relationships with the boys as well as equipping them better for life ‘on the out’.

All of this has taken place under the governance of our board of Trustees, who met formally four times during

the year to review the quarterly report of our Executive Director with financial transparency assured by further

monthly meetings. Whilst collectively responsible, each Trustee is charged with a specific area of governance

and this ensures that we meet the highest standards required of our Charity. We are immensely grateful

for the support of the various custodial establishments who have partnered with us this year – especially

the management and staff of HMYOI Wetherby. We are also thankful for those friends who stand with us

in material support of these young people, those who encourage us, those who pray for us and those who

volunteer to help in so many ways. You help us to make a difference.

Terry Wilcox

Chair of Trustees
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YOUNG OFFENDERS 2019

Young people in custody are some of

the most vulnerable in our society:

• 70% of young offenders come from lone-parent families

• 39% have been in care

• 72% have suffered some form of childhood abuse or neglect

• 89% have been excluded from school

Whilst some of our participants have returned to custody, many who have had a long history

of offending have remained accountable to In2Out and stayed out of trouble for much longer

and the severity of the offences by those who do ‘cross the line’ again is much lower. 

Although the number of children in custody has dropped in recent years, the complexity of

cases and the length of sentences have increased.

NatioNally, 65% of 15-18 year olds will reoffeNd withiN

12 moNths of release. THE IN2OUT MENTORING PRO
CESS

SEES THAT REDUCED TO CONSIS
TENTLY LESS THAN 25% for

participaNts choosiNg to work with us.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORT

2019 proved to be another very busy year, during which we supported 100 boys in custody and in

the community across the North of England. From Carlisle to Northumberland, Liverpool to Grimsby,

and everywhere in between, our mentors reached out to young people with a desire to get their

lives back on track and supported them to get back into education, to find work, to mend broken 

relationships and to find new and positive ways to live. The roads travelled weren’t always straight

and there were certainly lots of ups and downs along the way, but at the end of day we are immensely

proud of the 100 young people, who might well be in very different places today if it wasn’t for their

willingness to be challenged, encouraged and supported by their mentors through the good times

and the bad.

The early part of the year saw many of the In2Out team and supporters undertaking various 

fundraising events to celebrate the first 5 years of the organisation. These included a half-marathon,

various sales, a triathlon, a DIY training day and my own 13-day trek across northern England to 

complete the Coast to Coast walk. Amazingly, we reached our goal to raise £25,000 during 2019 in

the last week of December! This was a real team effort and it was the success we’d seen in these

fundraising efforts that led us in October to take on a new part-time Mentor Coordinator for the

North-East region – providing local mentoring support to lads returning to Teesside, Wearside, 

Tyneside and Northumberland, and establishing contacts and volunteers to support our work there.

The excellent relationship we have with the establishment at HMYOI Wetherby continued to develop

with the launch in August of the Life Skills Challenge initiative on the Keppel Complex Needs Unit.

The course covers the last 12 weeks prior to release and focuses on 10 practical challenges for the

young person to complete – each one an essential ‘life skill’ that they will need on their return to the

community and for some of them the move into independent living for the first time. While topics

include cooking, budgeting, preparing for interviews, personal hygiene, meeting new people and

dealing with problems, each course is tailored to the needs of the individual young person. The course

has been really well received by the early participants on the programme and we’ve been further 

encouraged that some of them showed a discernible improvement in behaviour in the weeks prior

to release as their focus was on learning new skills and gaining confidence, rather than on worrying

about the uncertainties of what comes next.

No doubt 2020 will bring its own challenges, but we can certainly look back on 2019 with a lot of 

gratitude for all that has been achieved, and most of all for the lives of our young people that have

been changed. While there are often practical actions that underlie In2Out’s work to support young

people leaving custody, I believe that our most powerful contribution is in giving them HOPE - 

planting seeds and nurturing a growing confidence that a different course is possible. And very 

importantly, that there are people around them that believe in them and their brighter future and

are prepared to journey with them, even when that journey might get a bit messy.

Mark Screeton, Executive Director
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BACKGROUND

In2Out aims to reduce reoffending among young people aged 15-21. We believe that each young 

person leaving prison deserves the opportunity to get their life 'back on track' and turn away from

offending behaviour.

Our proven plan to help stop participants reoffending has three important elements:

• Provide a 0ne-to-one mentor to help through issues such as housing, money, substance misuse,

family relationships breakdown, health and attitudes.

• Help establish a meaningful use of time such as education, training or employment, and help get

young people employment ready.

• Support the young person becoming part of a new, positive community and establishing a new

circle of friends.

Of the participants choosing to work with In2Out:

• Approximately 50% have been in local authority care with many leaving custody to live 

independently for the first time.

• 97% of the participants released in 2019 are in safe housing.

Food parcels are provided for around 50% of our participants when they leave custody to help them

get set up in their independent living. Emergency supplies and food top-ups are provided as needed

to lads ‘on the out’. The vast majority of food is provided to us by the local Foodbank.
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You could be forgiven for thinking that lads approaching their release

date can’t wait to be ‘on the out’. Yet as the date draws near it is often

met with more trepidation than anticipation.

Of course, Freddie’s release date came and he’s finding life on the

out, and particularly living independently, a new and challenging 

experience. But, with his mentor’s help and encouragement, he is 

beginning to envisage what his life could be like.

freddie has grown up in care wiTh an incredible 65 differenT placemenTs,

and puT simply, he’s been in prison longer Than he’s sTayed anywhere

else. as he said: “Jail is The posTcode i’ve been aT longesT.” he seTTled

inTo Jail life, goT To know The lads and officers on his wing who were

more like a family perhaps Than he’s ever known before.

FREDDIE

Adapted Stock Image.
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LIFE SKILLS CHALLENGE

In August 2019 we started delivering a pilot ‘Life Skills Challenge’ initiative – a person-centred 

education and enrichment programme for young people approaching release from Keppel, the 

national complex needs unit based at HMYOI Wetherby. The aim is to help lads with multiple, 

complex needs make the transition to independent living in the community by learning basic life

skills such as cooking, cleaning, personal hygiene and budgeting. ‘Challenges’ around parenting skills

have also been delivered for lads who are fathers.

The enrichment part of the programme helps with developing social and community skills. Group

work provides opportunities to explore issues like compromise and negotiation as they work

together, for example making toasties for each other, which can help with developing relationships

and communication.

Since the Life Skills Challenge started, we have delivered 77 hours of face-to-face time with the lads

completing around 85 challenges, with a number of young people going on to join the In2Out 

mentoring programme.

Mural designed and 

produced by participants

on the Life Skills Challenge

for a blank wall on the Keppel Unit.
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“I have worked at Wetherby for a lot of years and was always

impressed with the level of support they [In2Out] offer our

children and believed for a long time this should be increased.

We have wanted some form of pre-release programme for the

Keppel Unit for a long time and were over the moon when this

was arranged. The reaction that we have had from the lads

has been magnificent and these have ranged from small to

massive improvements to confidence around release.

We work, day-in, day-out with the lads and sometimes forget

how much pressure there is on them when they are released.

This became apparent to me in a simple way with the example

of an 18-year-old who could not cook or tie his shoelaces.

When he finished his course, he could!”

Warren Wilman 

Head of the Keppel Unit, HMYOI Wetherby. April 2020

“ThaT’s really helped me undersTand why me and my dad sTruggle To

Talk. i Think i know how To Tell him sTuff he will undersTand now.”

What the lads had to say:

“thank you to you       
all for helping me  
learn new stuff.”

“everyThing i learnT was useful and helpful sTuff, especiallyThe sTuff abouT looking afTer a baby, i JusT can’T waiT forher To arrive now.”

“communicaTion is someThing i sTruggle wiTh and i don’T Think

people really undersTand me or whaT i’m Trying To say. 

i hope ThaT now i will be more paTienT when 

Talking To people.” “i really enjoy cooking and especially cooking 
things that other people will like too.”

“learning to tie my shoelaces was
something i was a bit embarrassed
to ask anyone to show me but now
i can do it, i can buy different shoes.”
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As well as the contribution of time and expertise by the Trustees, a number of volunteers supported

the work of In2Out in 2019 through administration and fundraising support, accountancy support, 

supervision, chaperoning, Christmas and Easter gift distributions and delivering Life Skills Challenges

and enrichment sessions.

New staff members and volunteers are provided with online induction and safeguarding training, as

well as the In2Out Mentoring and Befriending Methodology manual, supported by well-established

policies and procedures and a group 'Keeping Safe' workshop.

Quarterly training days were held during 2019 attended by 23 staff and volunteers. These events 

included sessions on personality and communication styles, as well as some sessions provided by 

external organisations including Leeds Children’s Services and Impact - North, looking at Restorative

Practice and the impact of childhood trauma. The training provided opportunities for personal 

development as well as building knowledge and capacity to mentor and support young people leaving

custody and returning to local communities, especially in light of increasingly complex cases.

Staff and volunteers distribute Christmas gifts at HMYOI Wetherby
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PARTNERS

In2Out is based at HMYOI Wetherby with our office located immediately outside the main gate and 

provided courtesy of the Governor. This allows In2Out staff with the required security clearance easy

access to the prison to meet regularly with the young people in custody. The location also greatly 

facilitates us meeting with all the relevant statutory agencies working with the young people prior 

to release.

Most of our participants are referred from within HMYOI Wetherby, with a significant number coming

via chaplaincy or casework teams. In addition, we continue to have excellent collaboration with HMYOI

Deerbolt, and the chaplaincy at HMP Durham, HMP/YOI Moorlands, HMP/YOI Doncaster and HMP Hull.

In2Out does not try to replace the role or function of other statutory service providers or other 

charitable endeavours, but provides post-release support in collaboration with others. This is primarily

with youth offending teams and probation services, along with statutory services and local authorities.

These help us support young people to comply with their court or prison order and to best utilise the

care packages available to them.

“Having worked at HMYOI Wetherby for more than 20 years, I’ve personally seen In2Out

grow both its size and success, achieving a highly respected and recognised level of 

support and mentoring for young people both within custody and through their journey

out into the community.

The In2Out team work tirelessly to solidify positive, non-judgemental relationships with

young people who desperately need support in planning for their resettlement and 

without this, the ability to realise their full potential looks pretty bleak.

In2Out offers a priceless additional supportive structure for the young person who 

desperately wants to return to the community and find a new path away from their 

previous behaviours, but either don’t have the skill-set or knowledge of how to do this.”

Robin Dow – Head of Resettlement,

HMYOI Wetherby. April 2020
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MEANINGFUL USE OF TIME

Having time on their hands and drifting through the day is unwise for young people leaving custody,

especially after the daily regime of prison life, and can lead to poor choices and reoffending. In2Out

mentors help participants identify appropriate, meaningful use of time, which can include volunteering

opportunities or joining a gym, as well as more formal arrangements such as education, training 

or employment.

DYLAN

After release from custody, Dylan was waiting for a breakthrough regarding

his immigration status so that he could have a better idea as to what his future

might hold. As the months went by his mental health started to deteriorate

as he was not allowed to work or claim benefits which was hard for him and

placed him at risk of reoffending. His mentor saw his struggle and got in touch

with her local contact with the Prince’s Trust. They were able to enrol him 

on their next DJing Programme giving him the boost that he needed and

something to occupy his mind.

After some time in an immigration centre, he was 

deported to his country of origin. Although he’d 

known this was a possibility, when it came it 

was sudden and unexpected. With the 

support and efforts of his mentor he was 

able to navigate a difficult and challenging 

time of uncertainty and transition. Dylan 

has now started to settle into his new 

life, but continues to reach out to 

his mentor when he needs to 

talk, while a local mentor, 

identified by In2Out, is 

supporting him to find 

work and a focus.
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MITCH
Having served an 18-month sentence, Mitch self-referred to In2Out as he

wanted to move away from his offending background and recognized he

needed help in order to do this.

His mentor regularly met with him over the 6 months leading up to his release,

providing him a safe space to talk and look at what change looks like for him.

From the off he was motivated and determined to find work on release and

earn money to support his family, as well as gain his driving licence.

However, over the months his mentor could see a dip in his mood as he was

getting knocked back from job applications and there was a growing 

disappointment that he was not finding work as quickly as he had hoped. His

mentor helped him with updating his CV and a covering letter until a fantastic

opportunity came up at the Message Trust. (The Message Trust is a charity

that we are partnered with reaching out to those with convictions.) His 

mentor went with him to meet the team and discuss the opportunity. He was

reluctant at first however, after meeting various people, he decided to apply

for the apprenticeship and is now really enjoying his trial period.

30% of young people in2ouT supporTed in

2019 are in employmenT, Training or are

acTively seeking employmenT.
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND PERFORMANCE

Reoffending rate within 12 months of leaving custody

Our key charitable objective is to reduce reoffending by young 

people leaving custody. Nationally, on average 65% of 15-18 year

olds reoffend within 12 months of leaving custody. The In2Out 

cohort of 15-18 year olds is consistently at <25% reoffending rate.

naTional average

in2ouT cohorT

65%
REOFFEND

                                    

           

<25%
REOFFEND

                                    

           

Number of participants supported

In2Out has 2 full-time and 3 part-time mentors who together cover the North of England, primarily Yorkshire and

Humberside, and the North West. In October 2019, we took on a part-time mentor to cover the North East.

During 2019 we had contact with over 150 lads (predominantly at HMYOI Wetherby but also other 

institutions including HMYOI Deerbolt at Barnard Castle) and went on to support 100 both in custody and

in the community, including a number of participants that joined the programme in previous years, but who 

continued to need on-going issue-based support.

2017                 2018                   2019
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

71

91
100

           

In2Out participants released in 2019 - Age

                                    

838
CUSTODY
VISITS

469
COMMUNITY
VISITS

839
OTHER*

           
Our support:
Total interactions for 2019 = 2146

* phone, email, letter, social media.
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One Year ‘on the out’

Turning your life around in the face of seemingly insurmountable odds against, is a major feat full of 

challenges with setbacks and discouragements along the way. Every ‘win’ deserves to be celebrated,

none more so than a year on the out without reoffending.

After a year of working together with In2Out, and securing full-time employment, Brian celebrated

by going go-karting. His mentor says: “He had spoken regularly of enjoying go-karting. I think he had

done it once before when he was younger, so I found a large indoor place that kitted him and his

girlfriend out in all the gear; then first allowed them to both do some laps, then actually race. He

loved it!”

Liam spent his first 6 months after release in a new area where he did some gardening work as a 

volunteer. After returning to his hometown he stayed out of trouble and, despite having no idea

what life on the out was going to be like, successfully achieved 12 months without reoffending. His

choice of celebration was a Chinese meal at his chosen restaurant.

"Thank you! iT means a loT To have compleTed a year on The ouT -
Thanks for all your help inside and ouTside of prison. 
onwards and upwards from now on." 
2019 parTicipanT

POST-RELEASE SUPPORT 
CONTINUES TO BE PROVIDED 
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE
YOUTH OFFENDING TEAMS AND
PROBATION SERVICES, WITH
STRONG WORKING 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH BOTH
STATUTORY SERVICES IN ALL
THE KEY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS OF
RETURN IN WHICH WE WORK.
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HEALTH

During their time in custody, young people have access to healthcare, with a number of them receiving

immunisations for the first time. The structure provided by prison life means that prescribed medication

is well managed and regulated, providing stability for those who need it for ongoing conditions.

MASON
Mason left custody with a supply of much-needed medication, but even though he was 

registered at his local health centre, when the time came to get a repeat prescription, he ran

into difficulties.

A very worried family member contacted Mason’s In2Out mentor, concerned that 

without medication Mason’s behaviour would become unpredictable leading to the very

real possibility of reoffendinag. Through meetings and correspondence, the mentor was

able to co-ordinate between various healthcare providers, enabling a flow of information

that meant a new prescription could be filled.

This is a great example of how In2Out has the flexibility to work with

a range of providers, filling gaps, to address and resolve issues on 

behalf of the participants and their families.

SAM
During his time in custody, staff and other professionals raised serious concerns about

Sam’s mental health. Although he was clear about turning his life around, Sam struggled

to see that trauma in his early life was having a detrimental effect on his wellbeing and

influencing his offending behaviour. A combined multi-agency approach including 

intensive work with his In2Out mentor, has meant that, having left custody, Sam has

gone on to receive the help and support he needs living out in the community.

Although the issues Sam faces are complex, his mentor saw in him a genuine desire to

get his life back on track and stay out of trouble, and his need for help to make that 

possible. With the continuing support and encouragement from his mentor, together

with professional services, Sam is living life on the out and progressing to a brighter future.

Of the participants choosing to work with In2Out, approximately 37%

have mental health issues and 77% have substance abuse problems.
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COMMUNITY

An important element of our resettlement process is supporting the young person becoming part of a

new, positive community and establishing a new circle of friends. This can be through a sports club, 

volunteering or a faith community. This is particularly challenging for many young people and requires

both extensive encouragement and support.

COLIN
After release from HMYOI Wetherby, Colin returned

to a brand-new area where he was on his own but had

contact with a Christian organisation that enabled him

to attend church. This new community and the support

of his mentor helped Colin to start to settle even

when other things were not necessarily falling into

place for him. Still, things were progressing well

until Colin had to move out of his accommodation

and ended up being relocated to another new area

- starting again from scratch.

Then in autumn 2019, Colin joined a Christian

men’s group, which took him hiking and  camping

for the weekend. It was physically very challenging,

and he wanted to bail out every moment, but he

told his mentor afterwards: “I learned a lot about

myself and what I was able to do that I didn’t think

I could.” The experience turned out to be so 

positive that he has signed up for the next 

Christian men’s camping weekend.

60% of young people in cusTody

have communicaTion disorders

Photo by Tom Morel on Unsplash. 

Stock image.
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FUNDRAISING 2019

In 2019 the staff and volunteers at In2Out set themselves the ambitious target of raising £25,000 in order to

take on another mentor so that more young people leaving custody and returning to their communities,

could be supported in getting their lives ‘back on track’.

Some of the Fundraising activities undertaken:

• Alice, the In2Out Resettlement Manager, successfully completed the Leeds Half Marathon.

• Aidan, In2Out mentor, got together with some of his building mates to put on a fantastic 

‘In2Out DIY Day’ teaching all sorts of useful DIY skills.

• Andy, In2Out mentor, ran a stall at the St Mark’s Christmas Fair in Harrogate.

• The Kirk Deighton branch of the Yorkshire Countrywomen’s Association were

fundraising on our behalf with a stall at the Wetherby Christmas Market.

• Mark, the Executive Director, persevered through sun, rain, snow and 

driving wind to backpack the 192-mile Coast-to-Coast Walk from St Bees 

to Robin Hood’s Bay.

Mark said: “I knew carrying all my stuff with me would be a good analogy of the, 

often invisible, weights carried by the lads that In2Out support. But I didn’t realise 

how hard it would be! I had amazing support. If it hadn’t been for all the support, I don’t know whether I’d

have made it. It’s just the same for the lads In2Out supports. Without In2Out’s help they will most likely fail.”
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Our immediate fundraising efforts are focused on 

sustaining the small, salaried staff base and activities,

predominantly through grants from charitable trusts

and foundations, as we work to develop our level of

funding from individuals and churches.

The challenge of increasingly limited resources available

from statutory bodies to fund mentoring services like

In2Out, means that we will remain dependent on

funding from personal donations, churches, grant 

making trusts and foundations for the foreseeable 

future. The funding we receive from statutory 

organisations is specifically for delivering the Life Skills

Challenge initiative.

Although there was a change in personnel with regards

to the Funding and Communications Officer role in

2019, we continue to develop our communications with

the aim to further increase our profile, and levels of 

engagement and support.

Changing lives from the inside to the out

NEW MENTOR
£25,0003
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in addition to all restricted funds, 
in2out will hold cash reserves to ensure 
that all of its budgeted operations are 
appropriately funded, with a goal to secure
an ongoing balance for 3-6 months for all
budgeted expenditure.

restricted £158,110

uNrestricted £67,416

IN2OUT FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT 2019

INCOME EXPENDITURE

more than 95% of expenditure
goes directly into supporting
our participants

£225,526 £216,349

restricted £81,611

uNrestricted £90,767

RESERVES £172,378

                                    

           

INCOME SOURCES

graNts £180,529

doNatioNs £19,766

fuNdraisiNg activities £25,083

other £148

VALUE FOR MONEY

£4K
IN COMPARISON, OUR 
MENTORING SUPPORT FOR 
A YEAR COSTS JUST UNDER
£4,000 PER YOUNG PERSON.

£75K
IT COSTS THE TAXPAYER 
IN EXCESS OF £75,000 
EVERY YEAR A YOUNG 
PERSON IS IN CUSTODY.
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FUNDERS AND BANK DETAILS

In2Out employs cash-based accounting.

We maintain dual-control across all our financial procedures, with live accounting data available

on independent cloud-based financial accounting systems.

In2Out had its accounts independently examined, as revenue in 2019 remained below the threshold

that required a full audit.

Funds for the operation of In2Out during 2019 came mostly from Trust and Foundation funders,

with additional funds coming from supporting churches and personal gifts.

We are extremely grateful for the generous support we have received in 2019.

THE APPLICATION OF FUNDS HAS BEEN ALMOST ENTIRELY FOCUSED 
ON THE DIRECT SUPPORT OF IN2OUT PARTICIPANTS, THROUGH THE 
PROVISION OF SALARIES AND EXPENSES OF 3 FULL-TIME AND 8 
PART-TIME WORKERS, AS WELL AS ALL VOLUNTEER EXPENSES.

Funding Partners – 2019

29th May 1961 Charity

AB Charitable Trust

Allen Lane Trust

Balcombe Charitable Trust

BBC Children in Need

Charles Hayward Foundation

Drapers Charitable Fund

Garfield Weston Foundation

Generation Trust

George A Moore Foundation

Hilden Charitable Trust

Joseph Rank Foundation

Kelly Family Charitable Trust

Normanby Charitable Trust

Pat Newman Memorial Trust

Provincial/Walsh Trust for Bolton

Provident Financial Group Fund

Sir George Martin Charitable Trust

Stansfield Charitable Trust

The Santander Foundation

The Kirkby Foundation

The Liz and Terry Bramall Foundation

Tudor Trust

Bankers:

CAF Banking Limited

Sort Code: 40-52-40

Account No. 00023889

25 King’s Hill Avenue, King’s Hill, West Malling, Kent, ME19 4JQ
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STRUCTURE, 
GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

Governance and oversight of the Charity is provided by a board of Trustees.

The Executive Director is responsible for the day-to-day operations.

Trustees meet formally four times per year, in between which the Chair and Treasurer have

regular contact with the Executive Director.

Regionally based mentors, overseen by the Resettlement Manager, manage volunteers in

their geographic area and take responsibility for service provision for all the participants there.

In addition to these are the part-time roles of Learning & Enrichment Manager, Funding &

Communications Officer, and Volunteer Coordinator.

Our staff are motivated by their Christian faith and support those of any faith or none.



“i don’T know whaT
life is going To look 
like in The fuTure and 
i’m noT sure if i will 
manage To sTay ouT 
of Trouble, buT i 
know ThaT even 
Though i have done 
bad Things, i’m 
noT a bad person.”

Adapted Stock Image.



 
  

             
               

Changing lives from
the inside to the out

  
    

  
    

The Gate Lodge
HMYOI Wetherby
York Road
Wetherby LS22 5ED 

E. support@in2out.org.uk 
T. 01937 544480

Registered Charity No.1154984

www.in2out.org.uk
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